
Some trim parts shown in these instructions may
not be required for your bath unit or included in the
trim kit you purchased.

To install drain/overflow trim, follow instructions pro-
vided with the optional Drain/Overflow kit.

NOTE:  Trim parts should be installed after all bath
installation steps have been completed.

Faucet Handles
1. Install the rubber gasket into the faucet handle.

Align the flat of the gasket with the projection from
the handle.

2. Aligning the flat surface on the stem with the flat
inside handle, place the handle onto the stem of the
faucet valve.

3. `Insert the 3/8" long stainless steel panhead phillips
screw (provided) through the handle and gasket into
the valve stem and tighten.

4. Rotate handles clockwise to end of travel.

Proper installation of trim parts is the responsibility of the installer.  Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath is not responsible for damage to the
bath which occurs during any installation.
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5. Push in inserts with dots oriented toward the outer
edge of the bath rim, red dot indicating hot water and
blue dot indicating cold water.  The notch in  the
insert must align with the ribs on the inside of the
handles for flush engagement.  (See Prima II illus-
tration on this page for hot/cold orientation.)
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2.

Control Panel Cover
Clean top of control panel with isopropyl alchol so

that adhesive pads will stick.  Let dry before applying
adhesive.Locate the packet with the adhesive strip.
There are 8 adhesive pads per strip.  Start from one end
of the adhesive strip.  Peel back the smaller white top
liner exposing the adhesive. (refer to Illustration 1 be-
low)  Press the adhesive in place as shown in Illustration
2 below.  Repeat for each location.  Place the trim cover
over the panel.  Press firmly for 15 seconds.
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Jet Trim Assembly includes screw and trim ring only.

JET TRIM

PowerPro™ Jet
(Directionally Adjustable)

Install the jet face ring and screw as shown in illustra-
tion below.

Water Rainbow Fill Spout Cover
To install the Water Rainbow fill spout cover, first

clean off the top of the fill spout body using isopropyl
alcohol; then locate the adhesive pads on the underside
of the cover.  Remove the liners from each of the pads.
Place the fill spout so that the opening matches the fill
spout opening.  Press the cover firmly onto the fill spout
body; keep pressure on the cover for 15 seconds for
positive adhesion.
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